Home Upgrades Program: Alberta’s First Energy Poverty
Program (2018 - 2019)
Who We Are

Empower Me provides education, utility consumer protection, and information to communities
not traditionally targeted by government or utility programming and acts as a bridge to newcomers,
Indigenous people, seniors, and lower income Albertan families.
We hire and train people from these communities to break through trust barriers and educate
local residents – in the appropriate language – about their energy bills and utility choices, energy
efficiency, and how to make their homes more comfortable and safe. In it’s 8th year of delivery,
the multi-award winning program has developed a practical and proven systematic approach to
ensure all Albertans can take advantage of the important education and programming available
to them.
Home Upgrades Program

In addition to our work ensuring all Albertans can access important information, this past year
Empower Me launched our Home Upgrades Pilot Program – the province’s first program to support
Albertans who cannot afford to pay their utility bills. The program invests in the infrastructure of
homes with the goal of lowering utility bills. Alberta is the second to last Province or Territory in
Canada without a program to support struggling Albertans who are unable to take advantage of
energy efficiency programs that require an upfront financial investment.
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Background:
Energy
Poverty in Alberta
Energy
Poverty
in Alberta
Internationally, households are considered to be energy poor when a
disproportionate amount of their income is spent on home energy costs. Today,
22% of Albertan households (more than 312,000 families) spend more than double
the national average of the expenditure of their income on energy bills. Living in
energy poverty leads to falling behind on bill payments, utility cut-offs, and tough
decisions about whether to keep their families warm or purchase other basic needs.
Energy poverty impacts working-class and low-income families, all of whom struggle and face utility disconnection.
Every year, 20,000 working-class and/or low-income Albertans are referred to the Utility Consumer Advocate for
help after they are disconnected due to non-payment of energy bills.
Currently families who are in bill arrears in Alberta may receive one-time financial assistance to pay a portion
of the bill, however, these funds are limited and not guaranteed. If bills continue to be in arrears, families face
disconnection from their utilities in summer. During winter months, electric households may have a limiter device
installed on their meter which only allows a furnace and a few lights to run. If they live in an apartment, they may
have their electricity disconnected entirely. While natural gas cannot legally be disconnected in winter, consumers
still face disconnection after April 15th every year if their bills are not paid.
Irrespective of the time of the year, when families default on their utility bills, outstanding charges still need
to be paid to avoid disconnection and charges continue to accumulate even during the legally mandated nondisconnection periods. Unless their circumstances change dramatically, families in energy poverty are never able
catch up with their energy debts, and face ongoing annual cycles of utility disconnection.
Properly identified energy efficiency measures that provide the best savings for the minimum cost is an equitable
and economic approach to alleviate energy poverty for many Albertans. Financial assistance on actual bills are a
temporary solution and will not solve this issue for households.
Alberta is the second to last province or territory in Canada to provide a provincial-wide program for families
struggling to pay their bills.
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Introduction to the Home Upgrades Program
In Spring 2018, with the support of Energy Efficiency Alberta, Empower Me created and launched the Empower
Me Home Upgrades Program. The program was designed to be scaleable, with the goal of creating a wide-scale
provincial program to provide access to energy efficiency services more equitably across Alberta.
Unlike many programs that have a pre-defined process and design, Energy Efficiency Alberta (EEA) challenged
Empower Me to deliver a program that could deliver the greatest per home impact within financial constraints. This
approach drove innovation —inspiring the Empower Me program to create a successful, scalable, and diagnostic
program that made a real difference for hard working families in Alberta.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
1.

Over 1,700 applicants, spanning 92% of Alberta’s Forward Sortation Areas (FSAs) in 9 months.

2.

138 homes were part of the program.

3.

Average yearly bill of applicants was 33% higher than average Albertan

4.

Average household income was within 5% of Low Income Cut Off (LICO)1 cut off

5.

Participants will realize a savings of between $453 and $3,079 over the lifetime of the measures on the
variable portion of their bill, based on home archetype and participant demographics

6.

Average savings were 286 GJ per home annually (gross and at meter) over the lifetime of the measures

7.

Learnings from the program ensure future participants would save $3,079 over the lifetime of the measures
on the variable portion of the bill (or 497 GJ per home).

Empower Me is proud to have delivered the Province’s first energy efficiency upgrade program designed specifically
for Albertans who struggle to pay their bills. More than 312,000 families in Alberta pay more than twice the
national average of their income on their utility bills. Unfortunately, traditional rebates and other energy efficiency
programs are often not an option for these families, as they cannot afford the up-front cost of home upgrades.
Many of these families still live in inefficient homes they cannot afford to renovate, so their struggle continues.
This report focuses on the Home Upgrade Program’s results in homes and the savings captured, and supplements
previous reports which have detailed how a wide scale program could be rolled out in Alberta.
Empower Me is proud and grateful to have had the opportunity to complete the work done in this home upgrades
pilot and hope it will serve to inform future equitable energy efficiency programming.

1

Statistics Canada. Table 11-10-0241-01. Low income cut-offs (LICOs) before and after tax by community size and family size, in current
dollars.
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About Us
Empower Me provides turn-key services that address the technical, educational, and behavioural components of
energy efficiency to achieve robust results for highly specialized markets. Our experience has taught us that to
achieve success; measures must be installed correctly, and occupants need to be educated about their use and
function. Occupant buy-in, understanding, and satisfaction are critical to success, and we understand and address
the varying motivations and challenges surrounding these aspects of delivery.
Most importantly, our team and corporate culture have been built on excellence in socioeconomic and cultural
competency, making us a nationally respected and trusted partner in delivering energy efficiency into multibarriered communities. We have a proven track record of being welcomed into diverse homes and communities
through understanding, respecting, and embracing cultural customs and situational needs. We realize that a
delicate relationship exists in entering someone’s home, and that if broken, trust and respect cannot easily be reearned.
Our organization is built on values that maintain that the emotional intelligence required to work in the homes of
this unique population is not easily trained, and hiring the right people, as well as providing ample opportunity for
mentorship ensures that the ethos we’ve created within our organization is passed to all employees, even during
larger scale hiring.

The Team
The Empower Me Home Upgrades Pilot encompassed the entire lifecycle of a typical Demand Side Management
(DSM) program (programs designed to reduce the consumption of energy). From program design, to community
stakeholder involvement, to energy modelling, delivery and execution, customer service, and program analysis.
This turn key approach to program delivery involved a range of subject matter experts, working together to ensure
the multi-faceted program achieved high results with customers, within the homes, and to the standard our funding
partners expect. Empower Me teams from across the following disciplines were involved in the planning, execution,
and follow up of this pilot:
• Program design
• IT and software development
• Construction
• Energy modelling
• Community stakeholder relations
• Quality Assurance
• Customer care
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Program Results
After three months of program design, hiring and training, Empower Me launched in market on July 1, 2018.
In nine months, Empower Me achieved the following results:

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY INDUSTRY IN ALBERTA

19

community Mentors hired and trained to
deliver energy efficiency education into
their communities
(many have been able to leverage their work with Empower
Me to gain full-time employment in the industry)

6
program management,
administrative, and home
upgrades team members
hired and trained

RAISING AWARENESS IN UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES

2.1M

1,677 9,729

impressions in underserved
communities across Alberta

applicants for the energy
poverty stream

147,000
impressions at events in Calgary,
Edmonton and surrounding areas

752

Champions received an
energy kit of products

11

letters of support for
expansion of the program
received from Alberta MLAs

community members received indepth energy efficiency education
in appropriate language

160 138

community events attended

60

Alberta organizations with
a strategic partnership with
Empower Me

286
average GJ of gross savings
over the lifetime of the
measure

upgrades for families
struggling to pay their bills

$453 - $3,079
range of savings participants will
realize over the lifetime of the
measures on the variable portion of
their bill

16

languages spoken by Mentors
(including 2 Indigenous languages)
empowermeprogram.com
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Home Upgrades Program Pilot Results
The following data summarizes the results of the Home Upgrades Pilot that ran from April 1st 2018 to March 31st
2019.

SUPPORT NEEDED FOR ALBERTANS
• 2011 statistics show one-in-five Albertans pay more than double the national average for their
utility bills (that’s 312,000 families).
• 1,700+ Albertans reached out to Empower Me for help across 140 different postal codes.
That’s 92% of all Forward Sortation Areas (FSAs), also referred to as the first three characters
in a postal code, in the Province.
• The program was oversubscribed five weeks after market launch, demonstrating a clear
market need.

DEMOGRAPHICS OF ALBERTANS REACHING OUT FOR HELP
• Average yearly utility bill of $3,854 ($321/month). That’s 33% higher than average.
• Average household income is within 5% of LICO cut off.
• Applicants reported they spent an average of almost 3x national average on utilities (based
on income/expenditure ratio).
• 77% of applicants own their own home.
• Approx. 74% of applicants live in a single family home, 17% in a townhome or duplex, 7% in
an apartment.
• 71% say they always or usually worry about their utility bills.
• 51% describe their home as usually not being warm in winter.
• Applicants included newcomers, seniors, people with disabilities, and Indigenous peoples.

HOME UPGRADES PILOT RESULTS
• With the goal of developing a successful Alberta-wide program, Empower Me utilized the
home upgrades pilot to refine a criteria that prioritized working on homes with the greatest
energy savings potential. Factors such as age of home, age of furnace, family income and
utility bills were analyzed.
• Investment in the homes of 138 families.
• Average gross energy savings of 286 GJ per home over the lifetime of the measures.
• Hard-working families saved an average of $1,831.99 per year on their utility bills.

NEED FOR PROGRAM FUNDING CONTINUES
• Given the learnings and success of the pilot, Empower Me's proposed expansion will save an
average utility bill savings of $3,000 per household.
We are looking for sustainable support for this program and we are enthusiastic to
®

collaborate with any department in government.
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Qualification Criteria and Challenges Inside Homes
The goal of the home upgrades pilot was to determine archetype and conditions inside Albertan homes to
understand the scope, cost, and potential savings of a provincial program. As such, the program intended to ensure
a diverse set of home archetypes (townhomes, houses, age of home) and participant demographics (urban, rural,
renters, owners, immigrants). Empower Me selected the 138 homes through a filtering process that changed and
improved over time.
This systematic tightening of qualification criteria ensured the home upgrades pilot progressively saw greater
impact and savings as time progressed. This process of tightening requirements and qualifications necessitates a
greater pool of applicants than available capacity in the program. The design of the program to funnel non-qualified
upgrades participants over to the education arm of Empower Me ensured no applicants were rejected and all
applicants received support and a kit of products.
The innovative design of delivering parallel education and upgrades is one of the first of it’s kind in low income
demand side management programming.
The result is a comprehensive understanding of the conditions inside homes, and the demographics of
Albertan’s needing help, as well as a built infrastructure and customized software to ensure program budget
is spent on the measures that will have the biggest impact. Additionally, the program has built a team
and reputation for the emotional intelligence required to achieve a high level of customer service in this
specialized market.

Costs and Anticipated Savings for Each Home Archetype
Overall costs and savings have been broken out for four groups of participants described in the previous page.
Savings increase (and cost per GJ decreases) as housing archetypes move towards the recommended home
characteristics.
Group

Description

Est. Savings over Lifespan/
House (Total GJ)

Total $ Saved/
Participant**

1

Homes with limited savings potential

60.89

$453.01

2

Homes with good potential

272.28

$1,790.12

3

Homes with great potential

499.74

$3,066.77

4

Recommended home characteristics

497.48

$3,079.45
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A Diagnostic and Scalable Design
Historically, Demand Side Management (DSM) programs in North America (programs designed to reduce the
consumption of energy) have adopted a prescriptive approach to deliver energy efficiency. In other words, these
programs install predetermined energy efficiency measures into homes regardless of actual energy efficiencyrelated priorities.
While these programs display high efficacy when dealing with well understood and reasonably well-maintained
housing stock, in Empower Me’s experience they are unsuccessful when the predetermined measures are
inappropriate for the condition of the home. For example, in programs with a broad approach, installing draftproofing on doors can be futile for a home with very leaky or broken windows.
Many prescriptive programs would overcome this hurdle by simply not installing draft-proofing in this scenario
(and not replacing the window). While this may make economic sense in a mass-market program, it does not serve
the purposes of an energy poverty program where reducing the client’s energy bills and making their homes more
livable is critically important.
Instead of using a predetermined list of measures, Empower Me maximizes savings based on the actual situations
in each home and within a predetermined average home budget limit. In the scenario above, Empower Me would
repair the window and then install draftproofing to maximize energy savings. Experience of this holistic and
performance based approach has typically yielded consumption savings of between 25% and 40%.

Client Acquisition
Surprisingly, one of the greatest challenges faced by energy poverty programs is the recruitment of participants.
This is due to lack of program awareness, lack of self-identification as “qualifying for a low-income program”, and
the general increased demands of families who have a more harried pace of life than the typical family due to their
limited resources.
Unlike higher-earning families, this demographic likely has multiple jobs, endures long commute times, and spends
more time getting children to and from school by foot or transit. Families who struggle to meet their basic needs
also struggle to plan purchases very far in advance — often buying groceries daily because bulk purchases are
not a financial option. The result is that these time-burdened families are very hard to reach through traditional
marketing channels.
The Empower Me program utilized two client acquisition channels to identify energy poor families: targeting
community groups who already work with lower income clients and targeting hard-to-reach multicultural and
multilingual communities.
Community Partners
Empower Me spent considerable time developing relationships with community groups, utility call centers, and
government agencies. All of these partners provide client referrals to Empower Me on an ongoing basis. All referrals
and customer data are provided in accordance with legally mandated privacy provisions.
All community partners have committed to long term support of Empower Me.
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Multicultural and Multilingual Communities
Empower Me is a program that was built on delivering services to communities who are considered impervious
to traditional outreach. This report focuses on home upgrades to energy poor Albertans, but Empower Me also
delivers education and measures to other hard to reach markets such as seniors, newcomers to Canada, as well as
urban indigenous communities, always in a culturally sensitive and appropriate way.
Language barriers, lack of trust, and unique accessibility and communication needs impede the vast majority of
these Albertans from encountering messages and program information. Empower Me supports and educates all
members of these communities with information—regardless of income — and families from within these groups
who are identified as energy poor are streamlined to receive home upgrades.

Low income Albertans are not accessing programs

69%

of traditional program
participants earn over
$60,000/year

Participants skewed to higher earners: 69% of
program participants earned over $60,000 a year
and 45% earned over $90,000 a year.
The median salary in Alberta is $70,2002

Visible minorities are not accessing programs

9%

of traditional program
participants identify as
visible minority

Participants skewed to non-minorities: Only 9% of
participants identify as a visible minority.
23.5% of Albertans consider themselves
a visible minority3

Based on this data one could assume with some certainty that visible minorities, who are also low income,
have an even lower participation rate. Empower Me addresses this need to acquire energy poor clients
from the hard to reach communities.

Energy Efficiency Choices- Report on Citizens’ Views. (2013). In Alberta Energy Efficiency Alliance. Retrieved October 1, 2018, from https://www.
aeea.ca/pdf/ee-in-ab-citizen-discussion.pdf
2
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/180313/dq180313a-eng.htm
3
2016 Census
1
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Next Steps
Given the results of the pilot, the investment, and the reaction from the market and media, we believe a commitment
should be made to expand the program to continue the journey towards eliminating energy poverty in Alberta.
As Alberta’s first home upgrades pilot ends, need for the program continues. Alberta is one of the last Canadian
Provinces or Territories to support families who struggle to pay their bills.
Empower Me looks forward to continuing to partner with organizations and all levels of government to expand the
program and continue the journey towards eliminating energy poverty in Alberta.
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